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Abstract

The role of ion-molecule (D+ − D2) elastic collisions in strongly detached divertor conditions has been studied in the
MAST-U Super-X configuration using SOLPS-ITER. Two strongly detached steady state solutions were compared,
one obtained through a main-ion fuelling scan and the other through a nitrogen seeding scan at fixed fuelling rate.
A significant difference in the electron-ion recombination (EIR) levels was observed; significant EIR in strongly
detached conditions in the fuelling scan and negligible EIR throughout the seeding scan. This is partly because the
fuelling scan achieves electron temperatures (Te) as low as 0.2eV near the divertor target, compared to 0.8eV in the
seeding scan (EIR increases strongly below Te ≈ 1eV), and partly due to higher divertor plasma densities achieved
in fuelling scan. Features of the strongly detached seeded cases, i.e. higher temperatures and negligible EIR, are
recovered in the fuelling scan by turning off D+−D2 elastic collisions. Analysis suggests that dissipation mechanisms
like line radiation and charge exchange (important for detachment initiation) become weak when Te falls below 1eV,
and that D+ − D2 elastic collisions are necessary for further heat dissipation and access to strongly recombining
conditions in the fuelling scan. In the seeding scan, heat dissipation through D+ − D2 elastic collisions is weak. This
could be because our N seeding simulations do not include interactions between nitrogen ions and neutrals, and the
strongly detached cases contain high levels of N+ in the divertor. As a result, the N+ acts like a reservoir of energy
and momentum which appears to weaken the impact of D+ − D2 elastic collisions on the divertor plasma energy
and momentum balance, making it more difficult to access recombining conditions. This suggests that some of the
differences between seeding and fuelling scans could be because energy and momentum exchange between impurities
and neutrals is not sufficiently captured in our simulations.
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1. Introduction

A number of competing goals complicate the operation of nuclear fusion tokamak reactors. Divertor power dis-
sipation through detachment is maximised for high outboard midplane densities and divertor/SOL impurity levels
[1, 2, 3], whereas maximal core energy confinement is achieved for low pedestal densities [4]. While the impact of
impurities on core energy confinement is rather complex - with improved confinement, degraded confinement, as well
as no significant impact on confinement reported in a number of studies [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] - it is desirable,
especially for future high power devices, to minimise the impurity levels in the core as this results in the dilution of the
fusion fuel which lowers the core performance [14, 15]. In future high power devices like ITER and DEMO, radiative
power dissipation through extrinsic impurities will be required to access detachment and reduce divertor heat loads
to acceptable levels [16, 17]. The Super-X divertor (SXD) configuration has been proposed as a solution because
of its potential to provide access to detachment at lower midplane separatrix densities and impurity levels, making
detached operation more compatible with high core performance. This configuration has been implemented in the
MAST Upgrade (MAST-U) tokamak. Previous detachment modelling work of MAST-U has primarily focussed on
the advantages of the SXD configuration over the conventional divertor configuration [18, 19]. In this work, we take a
closer look at the SXD configuration in MAST-U, and study strongly detached solutions obtained from two different
approaches.
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Detached divertor conditions are usually studied in experiment through one of two approaches. In so-called ‘den-
sity ramp’ experiments, the plasma fuelling rate is steadily increased, leading to an increase in the outboard midplane
density, resulting in higher divertor densities and lower divertor temperatures, conducive to detachment. While no im-
purities are injected, intrinsic impurities are present in the plasma due to erosion of plasma facing components (PFCs),
which may lead to significant radiative losses in carbon devices. In the second approach, the core line-integrated den-
sity (and therefore the outboard midplane density) is held roughly constant, while extrinsic impurities are added or
‘seeded’ in the plasma, with injection rate increasing with time so as to radiatively dissipate heat in the divertor and
access divertor detachment through lower plasma temperatures.

Strongly detached divertor conditions have been observed to vary significantly across devices and often depend
on the approach taken to access detachment. An important experimental characteristic of detachment is the drop in
target ion current density or the total integrated ion flux to the target, Γt,ion. In density ramp experiments, volumetric
electron-ion recombination (EIR - dielectric and three-body recombination), which occurs at Te < 1.5eV, can account
for a large fraction (up to 75%) of the reduction in Γt,ion as observed in Alcator C-Mod [20]. Or the role of EIR can
be small for a density ramp detachment as in TCV (10-15% [21]); C-Mod is a much higher electron density machine
which can explain this difference. In contrast, in experiments in which impurities are injected to achieve detachment,
EIR typically has a much smaller role in bringing down Γt,ion. In C-Mod, the reduction in Γt,ion due to EIR drops
from 75% during a density ramp to ≈10% with N2-seeding to achieve detachment [22]. Similarly, the role of EIR in
TCV drops from small (10-15%) during a density ramp to below measurable [21] for similarly detached N2-seeded
discharges. In addition to EIR, ions can be volumetrically recombined through a chain of plasma-molecular interaction
processes, resulting in Molecular Activated Recombination (MAR). MAR is expected to occur at higher temperatures
than EIR (Te ≈ 1 − 3eV). Although EIR is small for TCV, MAR can account for up to half of the reduction of Γt,ion

on TCV during density ramps [21]. Analysis of N2 seeded discharges, however, indicated negligible levels of MAR.
The ion load to the target, which is reduced during detachment and which facilitates large heat flux reductions as the
surface recombination heat load is reduced, can also be lowered by a reduction of the divertor ion source. TCV studies
[21] indicate that this ion source reduction could explain the reduction of the ion target flux during seeded conditions.
It should be noted that we are not suggesting any kind of initial value effect. We are not saying that through seeding,
one can get to different divertor target conditions for the same upstream conditions as when using the density ramp
approach - we are just saying that we get to different points in the impurity concentration and midplane density space
by fuelling compared to seeding, and these different points have different target properties.

In this study, we have used the SOLPS-ITER code package [23] to investigate differences between detached states
achieved using these two different approaches to detachment in the MAST-U Super-X divertor configuration. We have
chosen nitrogen for the seeded impurity while carbon is the intrinsic impurity for both methods. Strongly detached
steady state solutions are achieved through the use of either method.

The aim was to carry out a detailed comparison of conditions when the divertor is detached due to a high upstream
density to those when it is a result of significantly increased impurity radiation in the divertor at a relatively low
upstream density. Consistent with experimental observations in other tokamaks, we find that EIR plays a significant
role in reducing Γt,ion in strongly detached solutions obtained from the fuelling scan. In the seeding scan, Γt,ion is
roughly equal to the divertor integrated ionisation source for all seeding rates due to negligible EIR even in strongly
detached solutions. We find that MAR does not play a significant role in our simulations. However, we note that MAR
(as well as molecular activated dissociation - MAD), involving D+

2 , may be underestimated in SOLPS-ITER as the
reaction rates are specified for hydrogen and in certain cases re-scaled to deuterium using a simplified mass re-scaling
[24]. As one would expect, a higher divertor electron density and lower plasma temperature near the target is achieved
in the fuelling scan. Following an energy, momentum and particle balance analysis of the divertor plasma, it was
hypothesized that qualitative features of the nitrogen seeded detached divertor (lower/higher density/temperature and
thus little EIR) may be recovered in the non-seeded case by excluding D+ − D2 elastic collisions in the model. This
hypothesis was confirmed after repeating the fuelling scan with D+ − D2 elastic collisions excluded: lower divertor
densities and higher divertor target temperatures were achieved and EIR dropped to negligible levels for similar
upstream conditions when this interaction was turned off, demonstrating that in our simulations (for the chosen set of
plasma-neutral interactions and available reaction rates), it is this interaction that leads to lower electron temperatures
and higher electron densities, providing a pathway to strong EIR conditions in the fuelling scan.

The focus of this paper is to discuss how D+ − D2 elastic collisions provide access to lower temperature / higher
density conditions relevant for EIR in the fuelling scan; and possible reasons why they have a weak impact on the
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divertor energy/momentum balance in the seeded scan. In the next section, the simulation setup for the three scans
(2.1) and the observed differences in the role of EIR in reducing Γt,ion (2.2) are described. A strongly detached case
from each scan is compared in section 3, various features of the plasma solutions and the energy, momentum and
particle balance in the divertor are discussed in detail. Conclusions are summarised in section 4.

2. Detached solutions obtained with SOLPS-ITER

2.1. Simulation setup

As mentioned above, SOLPS-ITER is utilised in the studies described in this paper. The plasma simulation domain
is shown in figure 1(a), it corresponds to a Super-X divertor equilibrium similar to the ones used in previous MAST-U
studies using SOLPS [19, 25]. In this geometry, three parameter scans were performed for a fixed power entering
the core boundary. Two of these were fuelling scans in which D2 molecules were injected from the inboard midplane
(figure 1(a)). Elastic collisions between ions and molecules (AMJUEL H.0,1,3 0.3T) are excluded in one of the
fuelling scans. The fuelling rate is varied from 1 × 1021 − 1.1 × 1022 el/s for the case with D+ − D2 elastic collisions
and from 1 × 1021 − 8 × 1021 el/s for the case without. The third scan is the impurity seeding scan, for which a case
that is at the threshold of ion flux roll-over is chosen from the fuelling scan (which includes D+−D2 elastic collisions,
fuelling rate = 2 × 1021 el/s) and nitrogen atoms (N) are injected into the divertor, close to the entrance (up-down
symmetric, see figure 1(a)). The nitrogen seeding rate is varied from 5 × 1019 − 1.1 × 1021 el/s. The plasma-neutral
interactions included in these simulations are shown in table 1. Nitrogen ionisation (AMJUEL H.4,10 2.7A0) is only
included in the N seeding scan. Intrinsic carbon is included as a sputtered impurity in all scans, with 3% chemical
sputtering yield as in previous MAST-U studies [19, 25].

Database and reaction code Reaction
AMJUEL H.4,10 2.1.5 D + e→ D+ + 2e
AMJUEL H.4,10 2.6A0 C + e→ C+ + 2e
AMJUEL H.4,10 2.7A0 N + e→ N+ + 2e

AMJUEL H.4 2.2.9 D2 + e→ D+
2 + 2e

AMJUEL H.4 2.2.5g D2 + e→ 2D + e
AMJUEL H.4 2.2.10 D2 + e→ D + D+ + 2e
AMJUEL H.4 2.2.11 D+

2 + e→ 2D+ + 2e
AMJUEL H.4 2.2.12 D+

2 + e→ D + D+ + e

HYDHEL H.1,3 3.1.8 D + D+ → D+ + D
METHANE H.1,3 3.2 D+ + C → C+ + D
AMJUEL H.2 3.2.3 D2 + D+ → D + D+

2

AMJUEL H.0,1,3 0.3T D2 + D+ → D2 + D+

AMJUEL H.4,8 2.2.14 D+
2 + e→ D + D

AMJUEL H.4,10 2.1.8 D+ + e→ D
AMJUEL H.4,10 2.1.8 D+ + 2e→ D + e

Table 1: EIRENE reactions included. Note that the EIRENE / AMJUEL reaction rates are specified for hydrogen and in certain cases are re-scaled
to deuterium using a simplified mass re-scaling [24]. In the case of H.2 3.2.3, this can result in an underestimation of the cross-section, especially
at detachment-relevant temperatures [26]

The plasma boundary conditions chosen in these simulations are identical to the ones presented in [25]. The
total power entering the domain through the core boundary is 2.5MW in each scan. In all cases, the cross-field heat
diffusivity, χ⊥ = 10 m2s−1 and particle diffusivity, D⊥ = 0.2 m2s−1 are used for the main chamber (SOL above the
X-point as well as the core) except in a small region inside the core where, to emulate H-mode temperature and density
pedestals, we have used χ⊥ = 2 m2s−1 and D⊥ = 0.02 m2s−1 (figure 1(c)). These diffusivities give radial SOL decay
widths of power λq ≈ 7.5mm, and plasma density and temperature λne = λTe ≈ 16mm respectively, similar to values
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found in MAST H-mode experiments [27, 28, 29]. The radial resolution of our grid at the outboard mid-plane is such
that we have 8 points between the separatrix and the first λq. Below the X-point (divetor SOLs and PFR regions), we
set D⊥ = χ⊥ = 1 m2s−1. The code was run with neutral-neutral collisions, impurity neutralisation and drifts turned
off, and we do not solve for parallel currents in the SOL (no potential equation). In each scan, steady state solutions
are obtained for each fuelling or seeding rate.
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Figure 1: (a) Plasma domain (b) Global and flux tube analysis domains (c) Radial profiles of χ⊥ and D⊥

2.2. Role of electron-ion recombination in target particle flux reduction

An important quantity used in experimental detachment studies is the ion flux incident on the target, the evolution
of which is typically used to identify detached divertor conditions. As the electron temperature is continuously reduced
(e.g. density ramp, extrinsic impurity scan), the ion target flux rises in the attached (high recycling) regime, and rolls-
over and then decreases in the detached phase. We have also used this measure in analysis of the fuelling and seeding
scans included in this study. In the following, we will discuss the processes involved in increasing or reducing the
plasma flux reaching the divertor in each scan.

The general development of the simulated radially integrated electron flux to the outer lower divertor target, Γt,tot,
from high-recycling through into their respective detached states is shown in figure 2. Since SOL currents are not
included in these simulations, Γt,tot =

∑
is Z × Γis, where Z is the ionisation state of an ion species is and Γis is the

corresponding ion flux reaching the target. Each of the fuelling scans evidence a rise in Γt,tot before a drop. A reduction
in Γt,tot can be seen for fuelling rates greater than 3 × 1021 el/s in figure 2(a) and greater than 2 × 1021 el/s in figure
2(b). As mentioned earlier, the seeding scan, figure 2(c), is carried out at fuelling rate 2×1021 el/s (light blue diamond
in figure 2(a)). In contrast to the fuelling scans, only a reduction in Γt,tot is observed in the seeding scan, similar to
TCV experiments [21].

In order to properly understand which process or processes lead to the target current reduction, we have analyzed
the various electron sources and sinks integrated over the entire region between the outer lower divertor entrance and
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the target (highlighted in yellow in figure 1(b)). Through particle balance, Γt,tot is given by equation 1:

Γt,tot = Γu,tot + S iz,tot + S rec,tot + ΓW (1)

Here S iz,tot and S rec,tot are the volume integrated electron sources due to ionisation and EIR respectively (when sources
are negative they correspond to sinks). ΓW is the poloidally integrated electron flux lost from the computational
domain due to radial transport and Γu,tot is the total upstream electron flux entering the domain along the flux surfaces.
Contributions to Γt,tot from the RHS terms of equation 1 are also shown in figure 2 for each scan. It can be seen be
seen that Γu,tot and ΓW are negligible throughout each scan and that S iz,tot makes the dominant contrbution to Γt,tot.

One clear difference between the various scans is the strong contribution from S rec,tot at high D2 fuelling rates in
the fuelling scan shown in figure 2(a), which is always negligible in figures 2(b) and 2(c). This difference is a result
of lower target temperatures and higher electron densities achieved in figure 2(a) compared to that in figures 2(b) and
2(c). Importantly, this difference in the temperatures and densities in the fuelling scans is present at similar midplane
densities (section 3). As mentioned earlier, the focus of this work is to explain how D+ −D2 elastic collisions provide
access to lower temperatures and higher densities near the target which result in strong EIR conditions in the fuelling
scan shown in figure 2(a), and the reasons why we see higher target temperatures and lower densities (which result in
EIR playing a negligible role) in the seeding scan, as well as when D+ − D2 elastic collisions are removed from the
fuelling scan. To understand this effect better, we take a closer look at an individual case from each scan.
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Figure 2: Global particle balance for the yellow region shown in figure 1(b) for each scan. The nitrogen seeding scan is carried out at a fixed
fuelling rate 2 × 1021 el/s, marked with diamonds. The cases marked with stars are chosen for further analysis to understand the reason for the
differences in recombination levels.

The individual cases for further analysis, cases A, B and C (highlighted with a yellow star in figure 2), are chosen
as follows. At any given fuelling or seeding rate, a varying fraction of the power flowing into the divertor from
upstream is dissipated between the X-point and the divertor target over a poloidally-localised region through a variety
of processes. In the rest of this work, for a flux tube, we define the region across which the power dissipated ranges
from 5% to 95% of power entering at the X-point position as the ‘thermal front’ region (section 3.2), as the temperature
drops quickly through it due to the removal of power (similar to that in [30, 31]). In our simulations, for attached
plasmas (when Γt,tot increases for increasing fuelling rate or when the seeding rate is less than 1.5 × 1020 el/s), the
cold end of the thermal front region (in flux tubes close to the separatrix) stays at the target. The roll-over in Γt,tot in
the fuelling cases and the sharp reduction in Γt,tot in the seeding case occur as the thermal front moves away from the
target and towards the X-point. Once the thermal front leaves the target, a low temperature region exists between the
target and the cold end of the thermal front. The temperature is low enough that heat transport due to conduction is
negligible and convection is the dominant heat transport mechanism. In this work, we define the detached region as
the region in the divertor across which convection is the dominant parallel heat transport mechanism. The point in
the thermal front where the conducted heat becomes equal to the convected heat is defined as the start of the detached
region in the rest of this work. Note that when the thermal front and detached region are defined this way, there is
some amount of overlap between these two regions (section 3.2, figure 6). Since the seeding scan is performed at a
mostly fixed midplane density, we compare cases in which the poloidal extent of the detached region is similar - cases
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A, B and C. The region in the divertor where parallel heat convection is greater than conduction is shown in blue in
figure 3 for the three cases chosen for further analysis. It can be seen that the spatial extent of the detached region
in the poloidal plane is similar for the three cases. In the next section, we analyse these cases in further detail and
explore the reasons for the observed differences between the two routes to detachment.

Case A Case B Case C

Detached regionDetached region Detached region

(a) (c)(b)

Figure 3: Extent of the outer lower detached region in the cases chosen for analysis (marked with stars in figure 2). Regions where parallel heat
convection is greater than parallel conduction are marked blue and defined as the ‘detached’ region in this work. It can be seen that the extent of
the detached region is similar amongst the cases chosen for analysis.

3. Comparison of strongly detached solutions

As demonstrated in the previous section, there are important differences in divertor plasma characteristics between
the various paths to detachment when a well-detached state is reached in these simulations. We now take a closer look
at cases A, B and C highlighted in figure 2. We focus our analysis on a single flux tube (SOL ring 5), shown in pink in
figure 1(b). This flux tube, which has been chosen for all ‘flux tube’ analyses presented here, delivers the peak particle
flux to the target when the fuelling rate is 2 × 1021 el/s (no nitrogen, ion molecule elastic collisions included, blue
diamonds in figure 2), i.e. the ‘attached’ case common to the fuelling scan and the seeding scan. We choose this flux
tube for analysis because it is not affected as strongly by radial losses as, for example, the flux tube which delivers the
peak heat flux to the target, but is still not too far from the separatrix. Some basic characteristics of the plasma in this
flux tube are summarised for each case in table 2.

Case A Case B Case C
ne,u (×1019 m−3) 1.6 1.5 0.9
ne,t (×1019 m−3) 7.5 4.5 3.5

Te,u (eV) 37.4 41.6 50.7
Te,t (eV) 0.21 0.84 0.84

q||,div (×107 Wm−2) 2.3 2.7 3.0
q||,det (×106 Wm−2) 3.6 4.3 1.7

1 - q||,t/q||,div 0.99 0.99 0.99
1 - Ptot,t/Ptot,u 0.95 0.85 0.77

Table 2: Values of the electron density and temperature at the outboard midplane, ne,u and Te,u, and target, ne,t and Te,t; parallel heat flux density at
the X-point position, q||,div and at the start of the detached region, q||,det , and the target, q||,t; and plasma pressure at the outboard midplane, Ptot,u,
and the target, Ptot,t .

As mentioned earlier, cases A and B have similar outboard midplane densities (ne,u) and temperatures (Te,u). Case
C has a lower ne,u (as expected) and a higher Te,u. We note that the parallel heat flux density at the X-point position
(q||,div) is ≈ 25% lower in case A and 10% lower in case B compared to that in case C. As the density is increased in
cases A and B, the midplane profiles in the core region appear to evolve such that the power entering the low field
side SOL reduces and the difference goes into the high field side SOL in these cases. It is not clear at this stage if this
redistribution of the input power is physical. However, it seems unlikely that the higher q||,div in cases B and C leads
to the negligible recombination levels observed in these cases. This is because parallel heat flux density entering the
detached region (q||,det) in case C is actually significantly lower than that in cases A and B. In the next and the following
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subsections, we study the impact of the temperature and density on recombination levels, and discuss the relationship
between divertor impurity and neutral levels, and the thermal front characteristics. This is followed by a description
of how neutrals and impurities affect the plasma energy, momentum and particle balance across the detached region
and shape the corresponding temperature and density profiles.

3.1. Impact of density and temperature on electron-ion recombination

We will now investigate whether the difference in EIR between the three cases can be explained by temperature
differences, electron density differences or both. We utilise figure 4 for this discussion, where the net volumetric
recombination sink, S rec, electron density, ne, and temperature, Te, profiles along the flux tube are displayed for each
case as a function of the parallel distance from the target. The X-point position and the start of the detached region
are marked with vertical lines.
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Figure 4: 1D profiles of (a) S rec and (b) ne and Te from cases A, B and C for the flux tube highlighted in pink in figure 1(b). The vertical lines
at ∼7m represent the start of the detached region (see figure 3). Higher densities and sub-eV temperatures are achieved in case A leading to high
recombination levels.

As pointed out in the discussion of figure 2, S rec is different amongst the three cases. In case C, S rec increases by
almost an order of magnitude across the detached region but still is the lowest everywhere in the divertor amongst the
three cases. In case B, S rec also increases by almost an order of magnitude but only at the start of the detached region
and changes little across most of the detached region. In case A, S rec increases by almost three orders of magnitude
between the start of the detached region and the target. The majority of the recombination is localized very close to
the divertor plate; there is a sharp increase (by more than an order of magnitude) across the region between 0m − 1m
parallel distance from the target. These features of S rec are reflected in the Te and ne profiles, shown in figure 4(b).
The thin region of strong recombination in figure 4(a) coincides with a similarly thin sub-eV region in figure 4(b).
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We also observe a qualitative difference between the ne profile in case A and the ones in cases B and C - while there
is little change in ne across the detached region going towards the target in cases B and C, it increases significantly
(more than ×2) across the detached region in case A (discussed further in section 3.3).

Since the EIR rate depends both on density and temperature, those two plasma characteristics are determining the
resultant S rec profiles. The question we address now is which of density and temperature is the dominant determinant
of the EIR rate and in which regions. We utilise figure 5 for this discussion where the S rec profiles obtained from
the code shown in figure 4(a) are re-plotted (and renamed as S rec,code) as a function of the corresponding Te for each
case. The temperatures at the start of the detached region are marked with vertical lines. As mentioned earlier, the
region of strong recombination for case A is localised between 0m − 1m parallel distance from the target for the
flux tube considered. The temperature range in this region is highlighted in red for case A and in green for case C
(the corresponding Te range for the case B falls within the green region). To separate the effects of ne and Te on
the recombination levels, we have used the Te profile from case A shown in figure 4(b) along with rate coefficients
obtained from AMJUEL (H.4 2.1.8) to calculate the EIR rate for 4 fixed densities, S rec,post (≈ n2

e < σvrec(Te, ne) >,
for nD+ ≈ ne), also displayed in figure 5 as a function of Te to compare to the S rec,code profiles.

Figure 5: Comparison of the recombination sink post-calculated using AMJUEL at fixed ne (S rec,post) and the recombination sink obtained from
the code (S rec,code) for each case as a function of Te. Recombination levels are strongly enhanced at sub-eV temperatures for all densities.

For cases B and C, we find that over the detached region with Te ≥ 1eV, the temperature is the dominant factor
determining the rise of S rec,code in each case as there is little change in density for the individual cases over that tem-
perature region. While this is also true for case A, the increase in ne does appear to make a considerable contribution.
On the other hand, it can be seen that the differences between S rec,code amongst the three cases in the 1eV − 10eV
region are driven by differences in density. This picture changes when examining the region of Te ≤ 1eV, reached only
by case A. It can be seen that S rec,post is not as sensitive to temperature in the range 1eV ≤ Te ≤ 10eV as compared
to when Te ≤ 1eV. For all four individual densities, S rec,post increases only by roughly an order of magnitude as the
temperature drops from 10eV to 1eV, and then by about two orders of magnitude as it drops to 0.2eV. For case A,
even though there is a slight drop in density over the low temperature region, S rec,code increases by almost two orders
of magnitude indicating that achieving such temperatures is required to reach high levels of EIR.

It will be shown in section 3.3 that the differences in the plasma densities and temperatures amongst the three cases
is due to differences in the divertor impurity and neutral levels and their impact on energy, momentum and particle
balance across the detached region. This difference in the divertor impurity and neutral levels is related to differences
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in the thermal front power loss composition upstream of the detached region. Fundamentally, it is this power loss
composition that is operationally different in the strongly detached solutions obtained from the fuelling and seeding
scans. So in the next subsection, we will discuss the relationship between the various power sinks in the thermal front
and the divertor impurity and neutral levels.

3.2. Relationship between thermal front characteristics and divertor impurity/neutral content

As mentioned earlier, the thermal front is a localised region in the divertor where most of the power coming in
from upstream is dissipated through various mechanisms. In this work, for a given SOL ring, we define the thermal
front as the region across which the total power dissipated along the field due to all possible mechanisms ranges
from 5% to 95% of the power entering the flux tube at the X-point. In this subsection, we will compare the thermal
front characteristics in each of the three cases chosen for analysis and describe how the differences in the power loss
composition of this region correspond to relatively high neutral levels across the detached region in cases A and B;
and relatively high impurity levels across the detached region in case C.

In figures 6(a)-(c), the total cumulative power loss fraction ( fpow) is shown for each case along with the contri-
butions from impurity radiation and hydrogenic losses (deuterium excitation and ionisation) as a function of parallel
distance from the target for the region between the X-point and the cold end of the thermal front. The vertical red lines
represent the hot and cold ends of the thermal front (note that the point where convection takes over from conduction,
shown previously in figure 4, lies within this thermal front region). The fundamental difference between the fuelling
cases and the seeded case is the fact that in the fuelling case, a large fraction of power (≈ 50%) is lost to deuterium
excitation and ionisation with a smaller fraction (≈ 20%) lost to impurity (carbon) radiation; whereas in the seeded
case, most of the power (≈ 70%) is lost to impurity (nitrogen) radiation with hydrogenic losses only making a small
(≈ 10%) contribution. Other losses primarily correspond to losses due to radial transport in all cases. Given that the
power entering the flux tubes at the X-point position is similar in each case, for the fuelling cases this leads to much
more power available for ionisation of recycled and/or recombined deuterium, and therefore a significantly larger
plasma source in the thermal front. In the seeding case, the power available for ionisation is significantly limited by
nitrogen radiation, leading to a smaller divertor plasma source.

In detached conditions, the dominant divertor plasma source is neutral ionisation. In cases B and C, since volume
recombination is negligible, the neutral content is linked to the ionisation source through recycling. A relatively small
ionisation source in the thermal front corresponds to a lower neutral content in the detached region and vice-versa
(this may also be true in case A, but EIR likely also plays a role in increasing the neutral content). This can be seen
in figures 6(d)-(f) which displays the deuterium atomic and molecular densities (left y-axis, log scale) as well as the
parallel electron flux (right y-axis, linear scale), Γe, for each case. In case A, a large amount of plasma is created in
the thermal front and as a result, the plasma flux exiting the thermal front is twice that in case C. This plasma flows
towards the target through a neutral cloud that is about five times as dense as that in case C, leading one to expect
significantly higher plasma-neutral interactions across the detached region in case A. This has important consequences
for the plasma energy and momentum balance across the detached region.

Just like a large ionisation source in the thermal front means a high neutral density in the detached region, a larger
impurity radiation power sink in the thermal front may correspond to higher impurity levels in the detached region.
This can be seen in figures 6(g)-(i) which display the carbon fraction, fC = (nC0+...+C6+ )/ne, from cases A and B and the
nitrogen fraction, fN = (nN0+...+N7+ )/ne, from case C as a function of the parallel distance from the target. Across the
detached region in cases A and B, it can be seen that fC ∼ 0.1 and fC ∼ 0.15 respectively. The impurity fraction in case
C is significantly higher than that in the non seeded cases. While there is little change in the nitrogen fraction between
the divertor entrance ( fN ∼ 0.15) and about halfway into the thermal front ( fN ∼ 0.2), it increases significantly across
the rest of the thermal front and continues to increase before saturating around 4m, and stays higher than 1 across the
rest of the detached region where the nitrogen radiation density is actually less than 5% of the maximum (note that
the impurity fraction can go above 1 when impurity neutrals are included in the definition as we have done here). The
localised nitrogen radiation region is sustained by a flow of nitrogen into the thermal front from a relatively dense
cloud of nitrogen atoms in the detached region. The average nitrogen fraction in this flux tube, < fN >average= 0.39,
is strongly weighted by the nitrogen (mainly N0 and N+) in this low-radiation cloud across a rather large detached
region. The large fraction of singly ionised nitrogen, fN+ = nN+/ne, likely has important consequences for the divertor
plasma energy and momentum balance.
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Figure 6: Figures (a)-(c): the thermal front power loss composition. Since the power entering the divertor in all cases is similar, this means that
more plasma is created in the thermal front in cases A and B. Figures (d)-(f): parallel electron flux Γe (right y-axis) as a function of parallel distance
- plasma flux exiting the thermal front in cases A and B is twice that in C. Figures (d)-(f): molecular and atomic deuterium densities (left y-axis). In
the fuelling scans, the neutral densities in the detached region in cases A and B are significantly higher compared to that in case C. Figures (g)-(i):
impurity fraction fI = (nI0+...+IZ+ )/ne, impurity neutral fraction fI0 = nI0/ne and singly ionised impurity fraction fI+ = nI+/ne where I = C or N.
In case C, the divertor impurity levels are significantly higher than that in cases A and B. The red vertical lines represent the hot and cold ends of
the thermal front and the black vertical line marks the start of the detached region.

As an aside, we note that this impurity fraction may seem high compared to experimentally reported values.
However, impurity concentration measurements rely on the emission from higher charge states. So values of fN

reported in experiments typically represent estimates of the concentration in the higher temperature radiating region
of the thermal front. Concentration in the cold regions of low radiation is generally not measured, and it is possible
that the concentration in these regions is higher than what is reported in experiments. On the other hand, impurity
neutralisation is not included in our simulations - studying the impact of including this has not been possible, and
the degree to which this would change the nitrogen particle balance is not immediately clear. It also is interesting to
note the differences in the D2 density profile between the three cases. In both cases A and C, there is a sharp increase
in the molecular density near the target, but this is not observed in case B. As seen earlier, the temperature across
the detached region is similar and mostly constant in cases B and C. Further, there is little change in density in both
cases - yet the sharp increase in nD2 near the target is present in this case. It is therefore unlikely that differences in
dissociation levels is play a significant role in driving the sharp change in the molecular density near the target in cases
A and C. This is reflected in the nD profiles: a corresponding change in nD in not observed in this region. Ion-molecule
elastic collisions are present in cases A and C but not in case B. This seems to suggest that this interaction essentially
keeps the molecules ‘squashed’ near the target.

To summarise, a thermal front in which hydrogenic losses make the dominant contribution corresponds to a sce-
nario where a relatively large plasma flux exits the thermal front to interact with a relatively high neutral density cloud
across the detached region downstream. On the other hand, when the losses are dominated by impurity radiation, this
corresponds to a relatively small plasma flux, but with a high impurity fraction, exiting the thermal front and flowing
through a relatively low neutral density cloud across the detached region. In the next subsection, we will discuss the
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consequences of these differences in the neutral and impurity levels on the energy, momentum and particle balance
across the detached region and how this relates to the corresponding temperature and density profiles.

3.3. Energy, momentum and particle balance in the detached region

We have seen that the differences in S rec result from differences in the plasma density and temperature profiles.
We have also seen that differences in the thermal front power loss composition have a relation to the neutral and
impurity levels in the detached region. In this subsection, we will look at how these neutrals and impurities affect the
energy, momentum and particle balance across the detached region, and how they shape the corresponding plasma
temperature and density profiles in each case. Since the qualitative features of the detached solutions obtained through
seeding are recovered in the fuelling scan by turning off D+−D2 elastic collisions, we focus our analysis on the impact
of this particular interaction on the balances and show how these elastic collisions lead to lower Te and higher ne in
case A, and discuss how in case C, in addition to lower plasma and molecule densities, a high fN+ in the detached
region may be weakening the impact of the elastic collisions on heat and momentum dissipation, resulting in higher
Te near the target and lower ne across the detached region in this case.

3.3.1. Impact of D+ − D2 elastic collisions on energy and momentum balance across the detached region
Since the focus of this section is to describe the impact of D+ − D2 interactions, we only consider the ion energy

balance, which does not directly involve Te. However, across most of the detached region, we find that the ion
and electron temperatures are roughly equal (0.98 < Ti/Te < 1.02 between 0 − 4m from the target) and therefore
strongly coupled in each case - a drop in Ti corresponds to a similar drop in Te. We also find that ion heat conduction
(q||,i,cond, shown in figure 7(a)-(c)) is small compared to convection (q||,i,conv) across the detached region in all cases,
and therefore do not include it in our energy balance analysis. Ignoring viscous effects, the total convected ion energy
(q||,i,conv) flowing along a fluxtube of cross-sectional area A|| is given by equation 2, where q||,i,kin and q||,i,int are the
directed kinetic energy density and the internal energy density components of q||,i,conv (also displayed in figures 7(a)-
(c)); and mis, nis and vis,|| are the mass, density and the velocity component parallel to B of an ion species is, which
we use to calculate q||,i,int and q||,i,kin.

q||,i,conv = q||,i,kin + q||,i,int, =
∑

is

misnisv3
is,||

2
+

5eTi

2

∑
is

nisvis,|| (2)

Changes in Te described earlier are correlated with changes in q||,i,int rather than q||,i,kin. As can be seen in figure
4(b), Te in each case starts to saturate as it drops from a few eV at the start of the detached region and approaches ≈1eV.
The main difference is that while Te saturates at ≈1eV in cases B and C, in case A it undergoes another significant
reduction between the target and ∼2m from the target, dropping to ∼0.2eV. This is correlated with how q||,i,int changes
as a function of parallel distance in each case, shown in figures 7(a)-(c): in case A, between 0 − 2m from the target,
q||,i,int undergoes a second significant reduction, falling to values that are roughly 10 and 15 times smaller than that in
cases B and C.

The reduction in q||,i,int between 0m − 2m in case A is driven by enhanced heat transfer to molecules through
D+ − D2 interactions, which only make a small net contribution to the internal energy balance across the detached
region in case C - this results in lower temperatures near the target in case A compared to case C. Changes in q||,i,int are
a result of the various sources and sinks of internal energy - profiles of the net internal energy loss through the electron
and ion channels, S e and S i, and the net internal energy sink, S e + S i, are shown in figures 7(d)-(f). It should be noted
here that (a) since S e and S i are internal energy sinks, they directly affect q||,i,int but not q||,i,kin; and (b), the fact that
we have not included currents in these simulations and that Ti ≈ Te implies that q||,i,int ≈ q||,e,int and that S e also results
in a drop in q||,i,int. In fact, losses due to S e are dominant at the start of the detached region in all cases, but weaken
significantly going towards the target as the temperature approaches 1eV. The drop in q||,i,int near the target in case A
is driven by a relatively strong net internal energy sink compared to that in case C. The difference between the net
internal energy sink profiles of cases A and C is due to differences in S i. In case C, S i weakly heats the plasma across
most of the detached region, but in case A it changes sign at ≈ 3m and becomes an increasingly strong power sink as
we move towards the target. In case A, S i drives the net power loss between 0m − 2m (and therefore the reduction in
q||,i,int and temperature). S i is mainly due to interactions between D+ and D atoms, D+ and D2 molecules and also D+

2
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and electrons (if a D+ ion is created as a result). The contribution to S i from D+ − D2 interactions is also shown in
figures 7(d)-(f) for each case. It can be seen that the strong losses between 0m − 2m in case A are driven by D+ − D2
interactions; whereas in case C, these interactions only make a small contribution to the internal energy balance.
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Figure 7: The impact of D+ − D2 interactions on the RHS terms of equation 2, q||,i,kin and q||,i,int , is summarised through a power and momentum
balance analysis. q||,i,kin and q||,i,int are shown in (a)-(c), along with q||,i,cond , q||,i,int,N+ (internal energy associated with N+) and the directed kinetic
energy associated with C+ for case A and N+ for case C, q||,i,kin,N+/C+ . Most of q||,i,kin in case C is composed of q||,i,kin,N+ , and q||,i,int,N+ makes up for
a significant fraction of q||,i,int . Figures (d)-(f) show the power loss/gain through the ion and electron channels, S i and S e, the net power exchange,
S i + S e and power exchange through D+ − D2 interactions. The changes in S i + S e result in corresponding changes in q||,i,int (and therefore in
temperature). Figures (g)-(i) show profiles of Ptot , Pstat and Pdyn. Figures (j)-(l) provide information on the mechanisms that lead to changes in
Pdyn and therefore q||,i,kin.

In cases A and C, D+ − D2 interactions consist of ion-molecule elastic collisions and ion-conversion, but current
code diagnostics do not allow us to directly distinguish between these two interactions. As mentioned earlier, ion-
molecule elastic collisions are excluded in case B and only ion-conversion is retained. It can be seen that in this
case, the D+ − D2 trace makes a contribution to S i only at the start of the detached region - across most of the
detached region, the D+ − D2 trace makes a negligible contribution to the power balance. Power loss in general is
weak between 0m − 4m from the target and consistent with the relatively constant Te ≈ 1eV in this region. For
the default ion-conversion cross-sections used by SOLPS-ITER (and hence in these simulations), this suggests that
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ion-conversion is only active at relatively high temperatures (Te ≥ 1eV) and likely makes a negligible contribution
to S i between 0m − 2m in cases A and C. It also suggests that the drop in q||,i,int in this region in case A is driven
mainly by ion-molecule elastic collisions. In case C, D+ − D2 interactions are a weak power sink at the start of
the detached region where the temperature is relatively high - therefore this is likely due to ion-conversion; however
between 2m − 5m, D+ − D2 interactions weakly heat the plasma. Ion-conversion is a D+ sink, so this interaction
should also remove the associated energy - therefore ion-conversion cannot heat the plasma. This means that it is
the ion-molecule elastic collisions that are weakly heating the plasma in this region. In general, they only make a
small contribution to the internal energy balance in case C. We thus conclude that increased internal energy losses due
to ion-molecule elastic collisions lead to the significant power loss observed between 0m − 2m in case A, providing
access to sub-eV temperatures and enhance EIR levels; and that ion-molecule elastic collisions only weakly affect
q||,i,int in case C, resulting in a higher Te and low EIR levels.

At this stage, it is important to emphasise the following. Given the documented discussion in literature about ion-
conversion [24, 26, 32], the default ion-conversion cross-sections used by SOLPS-ITER may need to be updated. It
is possible that repeating this study with updated ion-conversion cross-sections may change the solutions discussed in
this work such that ion-conversion plays a more significant role. In this work, we can only discuss solutions obtained
using the existing ion-conversion cross-sections.

So far, we have only discussed the impact of ion-molecule elastic collisions on q||,i,int. In the following, we will
discuss their role in q||,i,kin dissipation. In cases A and C, different degrees of q||,i,kin dissipation are observed across the
detached region. In case A, most of the q||,i,kin (>95%) is dissipated across the detached region and in case C, around
half of the q||,i,kin is dissipated in the same region. The internal energy balance analysis involving figures 7(a)-(f) only
gives us information on how q||,i,int is dissipated but not q||,i,kin. Since q||,i,kin is effectively the product of the plasma
dynamic pressure and the parallel flow velocity, information on how q||,i,kin is dissipated in both cases can be obtained
from a pressure balance analysis.

In figures 7(g)-(i), the total, static and dynamic pressure profiles (Ptot, Pstat and Pdyn respectively) are shown for
each case as a function of the parallel distance from the target. Note that in all cases, there is little change in Pstat

through most of the detached region and that the reduction in Ptot is largely due to Pdyn. Figures 7(j)-(l) show the
net momentum sink, the contributions from D+ − D2 and D+ − D interactions, and the net contribution from all other
mechanisms (mostly composed of losses associated with total magnetic flux expansion and radial transport). It can
be seen that D+ − D2 interactions are the dominant momentum sink across most of the detached region in case A
and between 0m − 2m in case C. In case A, losses to D+ − D interactions and other losses (which are the dominant
momentum sink at the start of the detached region) weaken significantly across the detached region; and make a
negligible contribution between 0m − 4m. In case C, while combined losses associated with total flux expansion and
radial transport dominate over D+ − D2 interactions between 2m − 6m, the contribution from D+ − D2 interactions
is significant nonetheless (and in fact dominant across most of the detached region if compared to radial and total
magnetic flux expansion losses individually). In other words, while D+ − D2 interactions have a weaker impact on
q||,i,int in case C as compared to that in case A, they seem to play an important role in dissipating Pdyn, and therefore
q||,i,kin, in both cases A and C. This indicates that the impact of ion-molecule elastic collisions on q||,i,int relative to that
on q||,i,kin may be lower in case C, as compared to that in case A.

The relative impact of D+−D2 interactions on q||,i,kin vs. q||,i,int can be quantified by calculating the q||,i,kin dissipated
by them: since the net momentum loss, momentum loss due to D+ − D2 interactions and the total change in q||,i,kin are
known, and given that q||,i,kin and Pdyn are closely related, the amount of q||,i,kin dissipated by D+ − D2 interactions can
be calculated (Appendix A) in regions where Pstat is mostly constant (this is because the momentum sinks shown do
not necessarily always correspond to Pdyn dissipation). We consider the region between ≈ 2m − 5m in case A and
≈ 0m − 5m in case C, where there is little (10-20%) change in Pstat. The q||,i,kin dissipated by D+ − D2 interactions in
cases A and C integrated across the regions considered is shown in figure 8. This is compared with the corresponding
q||,i,int dissipated through D+ − D2 interactions. It can be seen that relative to q||,i,kin dissipation, q||,i,int dissipated by
ion-molecule interactions is significantly lower in case C. The ratio of q||,i,int dissipated to q||,i,kin dissipated by this
interaction across the regions considered is ≈ 0.64 in case A whereas in case C it is ≈ 0.12. It is interesting to note
that this is partly because ion-molecule elastic collisions actually (weakly) heat the plasma between 2m − 5m (in
contrast to what is observed in case A), while playing an important role in q||,i,kin dissipation in this case.

The ion internal energy balance analysis has shown that the impact of ion-molecule elastic collisions on q||,i,int is
significantly weaker in C as compared to that in case A. The natural question following the internal energy balance
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analysis is why the impact of ion-molecule elastic collisions on q||,i,int is significantly weaker in case C as compared
to that in case A (leading to a higher Te near the target in case C as compared to that in case A). In general, given
the fact that the plasma and molecule densities are lower in case C (and therefore there will be fewer ion-molecule
interactions), this is expected. However, while lower plasma and molecule density in the detached region in case C
is likely an important part of the reason why ion-molecule elastic collisions only weakly affect q||,i,int, this does not
explain why their impact on q||,i,int relative to that on q||,i,kin is significantly lower in case C, as compared to that in case
A (or why they heat the plasma in case C, albeit rather weakly). This suggests that there could be more reasons why
the impact of ion-molecule elastic collisions on q||,i,int is especially weak in case C.
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Figure 8: Comparison of q||,i,kin dissipated by D+ − D2 interactions (calculated using equation A.2) and q||,i,int dissipated by the same between
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considered) is indicated. It can be seen that q||,i,int dissipated by this interaction relative to the q||,i,kin dissipated by the same is significantly lower in
case C as compared to case A.

Exactly how the split between q||,i,int and q||,i,kin dissipated through each ion-molecule interaction is calculated is
not clear, however, there appears to be a general preference to dissipate q||,i,kin as opposed to q||,i,int. Consider case A.
Between 2m − 5m, the amount of q||,i,int available to dissipate (indicated in figure 8 as q||,i,int @ 5m from target) is
significantly higher (more than ×3) than the amount of q||,i,kin available to dissipate, yet the amount of q||,i,kin dissipated
in this region by D+ − D2 interactions is significantly higher than the q||,i,int dissipated. In fact, most of the q||,i,kin

available to dissipate is dissipated between 2m − 5m in case A, and between 0m − 2m, since there is little q||,i,kin left
to dissipate, ion-molecule elastic collisions mainly dissipate q||,i,int. If there is indeed a general preference to dissipate
q||,i,kin, then in addition to the lower plasma and molecule density across the detached region in case C, it is possible
that such a preference to dissipate q||,i,kin may also be contributing to the observed weak impact of ion-molecule elastic
collisions on q||,i,int since q||,i,kin > q||,i,int at the start and across most of the detached region in this case.

Note that in case C, a large fraction of the plasma in the detached region is composed of nitrogen ions, fN+ ≈ 0.4
(figure 6). Since nitrogen is seven times heavier than deuterium, most of the kinetic energy is actually carried by N+,
as can be seen in figure 7(c) in which the q||,i,kin carried by N+ alone is also displayed. In fact, this is the reason why
q||,i,kin > q||,i,int across most of the detached region in case C. However, N+ does not interact directly with the molecules
in our model. In the next part of this discussion, we will show how the N+ part of the plasma across the detached
region in case C loses energy even though it does not directly interact with the molecules; and more generally, discuss
the impact of a large fN+ across the detached region on the plasma solution.
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3.3.2. Impact of a large fN+ on the energy and momentum balance
As mentioned above, the N+ part of the plasma fluid does not interact with any neutrals in our model. In this part

of the discussion, through an individual momentum balance analysis of D+ and N+, we will show that the nitrogen
ions lose energy and momentum via friction with the D+ fluid which does interact with the neutrals. Even though the
nitrogen does not directly interact with the neutrals, the plasma fluid in the detached region loses energy/momentum
as a whole through a D2 − D+ − N+ interaction chain.
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Figure 9: Momentum balance analysis of D+ and N+ in case C - (a) and (b) show the poloidal momentum flux density associated with each
species, and (c) and (d) show a decomposition of momentum sinks. D+ − D2 interactions are the dominant D+ momentum sink but a lot of the lost
momentum is regained through ion-friction. Ion friction makes a roughly equal and opposite contribution to the N+ momentum balance, where it
is the dominant momentum sink.

The poloidal momentum flux density associated with D+ and N+ is shown for case C as a function of the parallel
distance from the target in figures 9(a) and (b) respectively and the corresponding momentum source decomposition
across the detached region is shown in figures 9(c) and (d). The vertical line marks the start of the detached region.
It can be seen that most of the momentum is actually carried by N+ and not D+, consistent with the observation in
figure 7(c). The N+ fluid is created in the downstream half of the thermal front where a steep static pressure gradient
exists, so it undergoes a strong acceleration towards the target as soon as it is created across the interface between
the thermal front and the detached region. In the momentum balance for N+, the momentum loss is primarily driven
by ion friction; other losses (mainly radial transport) weaken significantly as the D+ and N+ fluids move towards
the target. Since most of the plasma in this region is composed of D+ and N+ (figure 6), the momentum exchange
associated with ion friction is primarily through D+ − N+ friction. In the D+ momentum balance, across most of
the detached region, the contributions from D+ − D interactions, static pressure gradient and the net contribution
from all other losses are small. The net momentum sink for D+ is primarily a balance between losses due to D2
interactions and momentum gain due to ion friction - while there is a relatively large momentum sink associated with
D+ − D2 interactions, a lot of this ‘lost’ D+ momentum is actually regained through friction with N+. This results in
a relatively small net momentum sink and only a small drop in the D+ poloidal momentum flux is observed. Note
that the momentum exchange associated with ion friction in figure 9(d) is roughly equal and opposite in figure 9(c) -
roughly the same amount of momentum is gained by D+ through ion friction as is lost from N+. This shows that in
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case C, while molecules don’t act directly on a large fraction of the plasma, the momentum from the whole plasma
fluid across the detached region is lost through a D2 − D+ − N+ interaction chain. Just as the strongly accelerated N+

acts like a reservoir of momentum for the D+, it is likely that a similar effect is playing a role when it comes to the
internal energy. As can be seen in figure 7, the internal energy associated with N+, q||,i,int,N+ , is a significant fraction of
q||,i,int in case C. In these simulations, the ion temperature is equal for all ion species. As with the momentum balance,
since N+ does not directly interact with the molecules, the N+ fluid loses heat mostly via frictional interaction with
the D+ fluid (radiative losses are small due to the low temperature). Thus, the N+ fluid may be weakening the impact
of ion-molecule elastic collisions on q||,i,int by effectively acting like a reservoir of heat or temperature.

Another important consequence of the fact that a large amount of N+ is created in the cold end of the thermal front
and strongly accelerated by the steep static pressure gradient into the detached region is that at some point, because
of the nitrogen mass, we find that Pdyn > Pstat (figure 7(i)). In other words, the plasma goes supersonic as it enters the
detached region in case C. More specifically, the plasma flow velocity as it enters the detached region is higher than
the collective sound speed of all species, cs,collective, which is defined as:

cs,collective =
neeTe +

∑
is niseTi∑

is misnis
(3)

The combined effect of the nitrogen mass and a large fN+ is a significantly lower cs,collective. This can be seen in figure
10 in which the sound speed profiles of the different ion species (D+, C+ and N+) are displayed along with the cs,collective

profile for each case. It can be seen that even though carbon is a lot heavier than deuterium, cs,collective ≈ cs,D+ in cases
A and B due to a relatively small fC+ ; and due to a large fN+ in case C, it can be seen that cs,collective ≈ cs,N+ . The key
point here is that the plasma across the detached region that the neutrals in case C interact with, in sharp contrast to
case A, is actually more comparable to an ‘ion beam’. The potential implications of this on how ion-molecule elastic
collisions affect the solution in this case will be described further in the next part of this discussion.
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Figure 10: Sound speed profiles of D+ and the most abundant impurity species in the divertor for each case compared to their corresponding parallel
flow velocities. These are also compared to the collective sound speed for all species. In cases B and C, the plasma across the detached region is
supersonic.

As an aside, it is useful at this stage to discuss an interesting and important aspect of the solutions presented in
this paper: the momentum boundary condition chosen for the sheath is v||,is ≥ cs,is. Since Ti is the same for all ion
species in our simulations, this means that the minimum value of v||,is imposed at the sheath is necessarily different for
ion species of different mass. For the solutions in case C, the mass difference between deuterium and nitrogen implies
that a significantly different minimum value of v||,is is imposed on almost half the plasma at the sheath since fN+ ≈ 0.4
here. Figure 10 also shows the parallel flow velocity profiles of D+ and the most abundant impurity ion species in
the detached region in each case. As discussed earlier, while the N+ fluid does not interact with D2, it ‘feels’ their
presence as a frictional drag with the D+ fluid which loses momentum to D2 through elastic collisions. The majority
(but not all) of the momentum lost by the D+ fluid is regained through friction with the N+ fluid. The steady solution
is consistent with the plasma fluid as a whole losing momentum through the D2 −D+ − N+ interaction chain, with ion
friction distributing the momentum loss across the plasma fluid such that the v||,is of all ion species is approximately
(but not exactly) equal. So as a result, while the chosen boundary condition implies v||,is ≥ cs,is at the sheath, the ion
friction appears to result in all plasma species satisfying the minimum v||,is condition on the lightest component of the
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fluid (because this will have the highest sound speed). A boundary condition in which one sets v||,is ≥ cs,collective at the
sheath for any given ion species would perhaps be more realistic. However this option is currently not available. The
other available option for the momentum boundary condition at the sheath is that v||,is is equal to cs,collective. Since fC+

across the detached region is relatively small in cases A and B, the chosen boundary conditions are reasonable in these
cases. However due to the large fN+ in case C, changing the boundary condition to v||,is ≥ cs,collective (if this option was
available) could considerably change the solution. Further work is required to identify boundary conditions suitable
for such high impurity fraction cases.

3.3.3. Summary and discussion of the energy and momentum balance analysis
We have seen from the internal energy balance analysis that the impact of ion-molecule elastic collisions on q||,i,int

is generally weak across the detached region in case C (figure 7). As mentioned earlier, this is generally expected due
to the lower plasma and molecule density across the detached region in this case. However, as demonstrated through
the pressure balance analysis (figure 8), we found that the impact of the elastic collisions on q||,i,kin is actually not as
weak, suggesting that there could be other mechanisms that result in the rather weak impact on q||,i,int and thus leading
to a higher Te in case C. We identified two possible reasons why the impact of D+ − D2 elastic collisions on q||,i,int

is especially weak in case C. We also noted that there appears to be a general preference for the elastic collisions to
dissipate q||,i,kin rather than q||,i,int; and since q||,i,kin > q||,i,int across the detached region in case C, we identified this
preference as a potential reason for the rather weak impact of the elastic collisions on q||,i,int in this case. Next, we
saw that the high q||,i,kin in case C is a consequence of the large fN+ across the detached region, and that the multifluid
plasma as a whole loses momentum (and therefore q||,i,kin) through a D2 − D+ − N+ interaction chain (figure 9). We
also noted that since the ion temperature is the same for all the species, the N+ likely acts like a reservoir of heat or
temperature, effectively weakening the impact of the elastic collisions on q||,i,int in yet another way. Lastly, we noted
that another consequence of the large fN+ in case C is that the plasma goes supersonic as it enters the detached region,
and that the molecules essentially interact with a ‘plasma beam’ in this case (figure 10).

Exactly how the energy exchange in an ion-molecule elastic collision is split between q||,i,int and q||,i,kin remains
unclear - in particular, (a) why there appears to be a general preference to dissipate q||,i,kin rather than q||,i,int and (b)
why the elastic collisions in case C heat the plasma in some places and cool it in other places remain unanswered
questions. The energy and momentum exchange associated with each ion-molecule elastic collision is calculated as
follows: The pre-collision position and velocity vectors of D2 are known, and the corresponding velocity vectors
of D+ are obtained by sampling the associated drifting maxwellian distribution at that position. A simple ‘billiard
ball’ collision is then simulated and the post-collision velocities are obtained through energy and momentum balance.
For the D+, the post-collision velocity will have a new parallel-to-B component, v||,D+ , that will be associated with a
change in q||,i,kin; and also a new ‘random’ thermal component, vth,D+ . The difference between the pre-collision and
post-collision vth,D+ will be associated with changes in temperature/internal energy.

The basic picture in the detached region in these simulations is as follows: a fast flowing plasma (mostly D+ in
case A and a significant fN+ in case C) interacts with a relatively stationary D2 cloud through elastic collisions (and
also ion friction in case C). In such a scenario, it is plausible that the change in v||,D+ is proportional to v||,D+ itself. In
other words, the faster the plasma flows through the D2 cloud, the larger the drag it experiences. This could potentially
explain the apparent preference to dissipate q||,i,kin as opposed to q||,i,int.

The impact of elastic collisions on internal energy would depend on the difference between the pre-collision
and post-collision ‘random’ velocity component of D+ - if the post-collision vth,D+ is larger than the corresponding
pre-collision value, then this would represent a source of heat because an increase in vth,D+ means an increase in
temperature. This could occur in scenarios where v||,D+ > cs,D+ - where the plasma is more like a beam of ions. As
mentioned earlier, this is the situation in case C - the relatively stationary D2 cloud essentially interacts with a ’beam’
of plasma. In such a scenario, it is plausible that such an interaction would lead to the ‘thermalisation’ of the ‘beam’
- making ion-molecule elastic collisions a source of heat in some regions in case C.

To summarise our discussion on the impact of D+ − D2 elastic collisions on the energy and momentum balance,
analysis suggests that for the chosen set of plasma-neutral interactions included, as the temperatures approach 1eV in
these simulations, plasma-neutral energy/momentum exchange weakens significantly between the start of the detached
region and the target through all channels except D+ − D2 elastic collisions:

• Comparison of case A and B shows that ion-molecule elastic collisions are necessary to observe a significant
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drop in temperature below 1eV

• In case C, even though ion-molecule elastic collisions are present, their impact on q||,i,int weak and a significant
drop in temperature below 1eV is not observed

The weak impact of ion-molecule elastic collisions in case C could be due to the following:

• Fewer ions and molecules - fewer interactions and less energy exchange

• Almost half the plasma across the detached region is nitrogen, this could weaken the impact of ion-molecule
interactions in two ways:

1. Nitrogen is seven times heavier than deuterium. The presence of a large amount of nitrogen results in
q||,i,kin > q||,i,int across the detached region, which we hypothesise weakens the impact of ion-molecule
elastic collisions on q||,i,int. The nitrogen essentially acts as a momentum reservoir.

2. Since molecules do not interact with nitrogen which makes up almost half the plasma, their impact on heat
dissipation and temperature is weakened - the nitrogen also acts as a ‘temperature’ reservoir.

3.3.4. Impact of D+ − D2 elastic collisions on divertor ne profiles
We have now seen that the access to sub-eV temperatures through D+ − D2 elastic collisions near the target in

case A is an important factor that results in high recombination levels in this case. However, the higher density near
the target in this case also significantly enhances the recombination levels. In fact, an important observation in this
comparison is that there is a qualitative difference between the density profile in case A and that in case C. In case A,
the density increases significantly across the detached region and peaks close to the target whereas in case C, there is
little change in the density across the detached region. While turning off D+ − D2 elastic collisions leads to higher
temperatures near the target, it also results in a density profile that is mostly flat across most of the detached region as
in case C and thus lower densities near the target. In this last part of our discussion on D+ − D2 elastic collisions, we
will describe the impact of these elastic collisions on the divertor density profiles.

The ne profile as a function of the parallel distance from the target is shown for each case in figure 11(a)-(c). It can
be seen that between the start of the detached region and 1m from the target (shown in grey), there is a slight increase
in ne in case C and a small drop in case B, but the profiles remain mostly flat. But in case A, ne increases strongly
across this region (by ≈ 120%).

The reason for the observed difference can be understood as follows: The density profile along a single flux tube
is determined by the net particle source and the flow velocity. If we consider point a to be anywhere between 1m from
the target and the start of the detached region, and point b to be at the start of the detached region, then according to
particle balance, the electron density at a, ne,a, is related to that at b, ne,b, through v|| and the cross-sectional areas (A||)
at those points, and the net particle source (S n,net) integrated between those points:

ne,a =
ne,bv||,bA||,b +

∫ b
a S n,netdV

v||,aA||,a
(4)

In figures 11(d)-(f), the S rec profiles and the net volumetric particle source profiles, S n,net are shown for each case.
Firstly, it can be seen that in all cases, S n,net is relatively small across most of the grey region - if S n,net u 0 between a
and b, then equation 4 becomes

ne,a u
ne,bv||,bA||,b

v||,aA||,a
(5)

Equation 5 suggests that ne,a > ne,b if the product v||,aA||,a > v||,bA||,b (and vice-versa). Profiles of v||A|| as a function
of parallel distance from the target are shown in figures 11(a)-(c) - these correspond to v||,aA||,a in the grey region
and v||,bA||,b at point b. Across the grey region, v||A|| drops dramatically (by over ≈ 60%) in case A and changes by
less than 10% in the other two cases. These changes are consistent with changes in the density. In fact, the v|| and
A|| profiles are indeed sufficient to reproduce the qualitative features of the density profiles in the grey region, ne,a,
also shown in 11(a)-(c). Since the simulation geometry is the same in all cases, the A|| profile between a and b (or
anywhere) is also the same. The differences in the ne profiles across the grey region must therefore result primarily
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from differences in the v|| profile in that region. Figure 11 demonstrates that the significant increase in ne observed
across the detached region in case A is primarily a result of a corresponding reduction in v||, and that ion-molecule
elastic collisions are necessary for this strong reduction to occur. A similar reduction in v|| is not observed in case C
even though ion-molecule elastic collisions are included here, which is again because of the large impurity fraction.
As seen in figure 9, most of the momentum in case C is carried by N+; because the plasma across the detached region
in case C is a lot heavier than that in case A, even a similar reduction in the dynamic pressure in both cases will lead
to a relative smaller reduction in the flow velocity in the case with the heavier plasma.

Figure 11: Particle balance analysis across the detached region for each case. Figures (a)-(c) show the electron density profile, and the product of
the parallel flow velocity and flux tube cross-section area. The net particle sink and the recombination sink are shown in figures (d)-(f), equation 4
is applied in the grey region where the S net is relatively small. It can be seen that the qualitative features of ne are reproduced by equation 4 which
shows that the increase in density across the divertor in case A is due to D+ − D2 interactions driving a strong reduction in v||.

In summary, ion-molecule elastic collisions essentially ‘plug’ the plasma flow across the detached region in case
A, leading to a density profile that is strongly peaked near the target. However, this ‘plugging’ of the plasma flow is
not as efficient in case C because there are fewer molecules and also because the seven times heavier nitrogen makes
up a significant portion of the plasma, resulting in a relatively flat density profile.

4. Summary and conclusions

In this study, the SOLPS-ITER code package was used to perform a deuterium fuelling scan and a nitrogen seeding
scan (at a constant fuelling rate) in the MAST-U Super-X geometry and obtain strongly detached solutions. The aim
was to carry out a detailed comparison of conditions when the divertor is strongly detached due to a high upstream
density to those when it is a result of significantly increased impurity radiation at a relatively low upstream density.
The key difference between the two scans was in the role of EIR in the reduction of the particle flux to the target. In
the seeding scan, the reduction in particle flux was primarily due to a reduction in the divertor ionisation source with
EIR playing a negligible role. In contrast, EIR was found to play a key role in target particle flux reduction in the
fuelling scan. This was due to a combination of lower (≤ 1eV) temperatures near the target and higher divertor plasma
densities achieved in the fuelling scan compared to the seeding scan. Further, we observed a qualitative difference
in the divertor density profiles of the most strongly detached solutions obtained in the two scans. While the density
in the fuelling case increased significantly across the divertor, peaking near the target, the divertor density profile
in the nitrogen seeded case was mostly flat. Qualitative features of the strongly detached solution from the seeded
case (higher temperatures, flat divertor density profile and therefore negligible recombination) were recovered in the
fuelling scan by turning off D+ − D2 elastic collisions and repeating the scan, demonstrating that this interaction is
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necessary to access strongly recombining conditions in the fuelling scan for the simulated parameter space. In order
to better understand the role of D+ −D2 elastic collisions, a strongly detached case was chosen from each of the three
scans and an energy, momentum and particle balance analysis was performed on each case.

Analysis of the fuelling cases showed that important heat dissipation mechanisms like impurity radiation and
hydrogenic excitation/ionisation weaken significantly as the temperatures approach 1eV and D+−D2 elastic collisions
play the key role in removing heat from the plasma to access sub-eV temperatures required for EIR conditions. Energy
and momentum loss to D+−D2 elastic collisions are enhanced as a result of higher divertor plasma and neutral densities
which lead to more plasma-neutral interactions. Interestingly, both the increase in plasma density across the detached
region and the increase in the D2 density near the target in case A are a result of how D+ − D2 elastic collisions affect
the energy and momentum balance. A relatively large plasma flux flows into the detached region and towards the
target while interacting with a relatively dense cloud of deuterium atoms and molecules. Primarily through D+ − D2
elastic collisions, this cloud ‘plugs’ the plasma flow across the detached region. Due to a relatively small net particle
sink across most of the detached region, we observe a steady increase in plasma density across this region. These
interactions also appear to keep most of the molecules ‘squashed’ to the target, as indicated by the sharp increase in
molecular density close to the target. Coupled with the already high plasma density, this sharp increase in molecule
density close to the target drives strong power losses to D+ −D2 elastic collisions, leading to sub-eV temperatures and
increased EIR across this region.

The plasma flux entering the detached region in the seeded case is half that in the fuelling case, and it interacts
with a neutral cloud of significantly lower (×5) density. In addition, singly ionised nitrogen makes up almost half
the plasma across the detached region and therefore carries a large fraction of the plasma momentum because of its
mass. Most of the momentum lost by D+ fluid through interaction with neutrals is regained through friction with the
N+ fluid. The N+ fluid essentially ‘drags’ the divertor plasma through a relatively low neutral density cloud, without
interacting with any of the neutrals in these simulations. The combined result of a heavy plasma flowing through a
low density neutral cloud is that the plasma flow is not ‘plugged’ as effectively as in the fuelling case - the reduction
in plasma flow velocity across the divertor is therefore not as strong compared to that in the fuelling case. Again, the
net particle source is small across most of the detached region, and the relatively small changes in the flow velocity
across the detached region result in a flat density profile. As in the fuelling case, the molecules are ‘squashed’ close
the target in the seeded case as well - the molecule density increases sharply close to the target. While this increase
in molecule density is indeed accompanied by an increase in power losses to D+ − D2 elastic collisions in the seeded
case, this is not as strong and the temperature in this case does not drop significantly below 1eV. The lower plasma
and neutral densities correspond to fewer plasma-neutral interactions and therefore lower heat dissipation. Further,
the presence of a large amount nitrogen could weaken the actual impact of D+ − D2 elastic collisions on the internal
energy in two ways. First, D+ − D2 elastic collisions appear to preferentially dissipate directed kinetic energy as
opposed to internal energy. The large amount of nitrogen results in the plasma having a significantly higher directed
kinetic energy, weakening the impact of the elastic collisions on the internal energy. Second, all ion species have the
same temperature and since nitrogen ions do not interact with neutrals in our simulations, they can only ‘lose’ heat
through friction with the main ions (radiative losses are small because of the low temperature). The nitrogen therefore
acts like a reservoir of heat which again results in D+−D2 elastic collisions having a rather weak impact on the plasma
internal energy. Thus, the plasma temperature across the detached region does not drop significantly below 1eV. The
combined result of a relatively low plasma density and a high plasma temperature is negligible EIR.

The increased connection length of the Super-X between the X-point and target enables the thermal front to move
quite far from the target in each case. A common feature in each of the cases considered here is that the particle source
is small across a significant portion of the detached region, and through particle balance, the density profile across
most of the detached region in each case depends on how plasma-neutral momentum exchange affects the plasma flow
profile along the field. This analysis suggests that in strongly detached conditions in the simulated parameter space,
elastic collisions between ions and neutrals can introduce a drag on the plasma flowing across the detached region
towards the target, which can affect the divertor plasma density profile. Further, it suggests that volumetric power loss
through the electron channel may weaken significantly as the temperature in the divertor falls below 1eV, leaving ion
channel power losses, particularly elastic collisions, to dominate at these temperatures. In our simulations, D+ − D2
elastic collisions primarily introduce the drag on the plasma in both the seeded and non-seeded cases, but their weak
impact on the nitrogen heavy divertor plasma appears to be primarily what leads to the observed differences between
the two cases. In reality, other energy and momentum removal mechanisms, not considered in our simulations, will
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also be present in nitrogen seeded scenarios - interactions with nitrogen molecules and ammonia chemistry - included
in the AMMONX scheme [33], not used in these simulations. Therefore, it is possible that the densities in our seeded
case may be underestimated, and the temperatures may be overestimated. In other words, it is possible that such
qualitative differences in strongly detached conditions achieved from either method may not necessarily be observed
in experiment. Although results on TCV and C-MOD suggest that there is a difference, the size of this effect remains
to be seen.

At least for the chosen set of plasma-neutral interactions, it appears that the impurity concentration across the
rather large detached region of the Super-X can be significantly higher than that in the radiating thermal front region.
Since radiating impurities are significantly heavier than dueterium, in strongly detached conditions (i.e. when the
thermal front is far from the target), a relatively small impurity fraction may carry a significant amount of the plasma
momentum across the detached region. In reactor relevant conditions, heavy noble gases will likely be used for power
dissipation. Therefore, key energy and momentum exchange channels for these impurity ions and neutrals need to
be identified in order to accurately model strongly detached Super-X divertor conditions involving large impurity
fractions. We further note that the rates used for deuterium ion conversion in these simulations may need to be
updated, this could result in MAR playing a more significant role in target particle flux reduction. We have not
included particle drifts and SOL currents and not used the AMMONX scheme in these simulations. Finally, further
work may be needed to identify suitable boundary conditions to accommodate the high impurity fraction solution
studied here. Ideally, future work investigates the impact of including the additional physics discussed above.
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Appendix A. Role of D+ − D2 interactions in q||,i,kin dissipation

As mentioned earlier, since q||,i,kin and Pdyn are closely related, the momentum loss decomposition (figures 7(j)-(l))
can be used to infer which process dissipates q||,i,kin. It should be noted that this is only valid in regions where Pstat

is mostly constant because the momentum sinks shown do not necessarily always correspond to Pdyn dissipation. To
calculate exactly how much q||,i,kin is dissipated by D+−D2 interactions, we first identify the region across which there
is little change in Pstat: this is between ≈ 2m − 5m in case A and ≈ 0m − 5m in case C. Since the net momentum
loss, momentum loss due to D+ − D2 interactions and the total change in q||,i,kin are known, the fraction of momentum
lost to this interaction can be used to calculate the contribution of this interaction in q||,i,kin dissipation. The fraction
of the total Pdyn dissipated,

∫ b
a S Pdyn,tot dv, by ion-molecule interactions,

∫ b
a S Pdyn,mol dv, between the downstream end of

the region where the Pstat is roughly constant, point a, and the upstream end of this region, point b, is equal to the
fraction of the total q||,i,kin dissipated across this region,

∫ b
a S kin,totdv = q||,i,kin,b − q||,i,kin,a, by ion-molecule interactions∫ b

a S kin,moldv: ∫ b
a S Pdyn,mol dV∫ b
a S Pdyn,tot dV

=

∫ b
a S kin,moldV∫ b
a S kin,totdV

(A.1)

In other words, the amount of q||,i,kin dissipated through ion-molecule interactions is simply:

∫ b

a
S kin,moldV = (q||,i,kin,b − q||,i,kin,a)

∫ b
a S Pdyn,mol dV∫ b
a S Pdyn,tot dV

(A.2)
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